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There is a photo of legendary Apple CEO and founder 
Steve Jobs taken in his home in 1982. The room is 
unfurnished apart from an expensive stereo and a 

Tiffany lamp. Jobs was always crystal clear that multiple 
possessions were a distraction, a source of visual noise 
that wrecked his focus. Nothing extraneous was allowed to 
get in the way. Effectively Jobs is the standard bearer, the 
personification of the high net worth monk.

While it’s easy to mock drivers coming out of Silicon Valley, 
these high net worth monks have form in acting as a weather 
vane for future trends. Eschewing possessions and following 
a more ascetic, experiential lifestyle has been a key 
overarching macro driver for a while now. We’ve reported 
it over several issues of MIX Magazine, referencing extreme 
wellness (think freezing with Wim Hoff) and travelling off 
grid, along with the search for silence and simplicity. 

This macro driver is supported by a growing belief in regions 
with highly established digital consumer behaviour that 
social media and constant connection may be wreaking 
havoc with our Stone Age brains. Cal Newport’s self help 
book Digital Minimalism: Choosing a Focused Life in a Noisy 
World (Portfolio Penguin) and the more philosophical and 
poetic approach of Erling Kagge’s beautiful polemic: Silence 
in the Age of Noise (Viking) both tackle this idea and 
highlight the growing anxiety about digital damage.

It’s telling too that in Silicon Valley, these concerns are being 
taken very seriously indeed. To counteract digital burnout, 
there’s a growing interest in dopamine fasting, essentially 
taking time off from any form of stimulation; food, sex, 
exercise but most of all technology. The belief is that this 
acts as a sort of neural reboot resulting in clarity, euphoria 
and increased focus. Scientific support for this theory is 
sketchy, but there are precedents in religion; Muslims fast 
from sunrise to sunset during Ramadan and Yom Kippur, 
Day of Atonement, is a period of fasting observed by Jews. 
Silicon valley fasters are also keen to make comparisons 
with Buddhist monks and their meditative practices. 

There is a notably ascetic quality to this obsession with 
minimalism, a control of external stimulus, this idea 
of supreme focus and mindfulness enhanced by tightly 
controlled environments and thought patterns. Some 
forward thinking hotels are now catering for those looking 
for this deliberately ascetic approach. Take the starkly 
beautiful hotel Fabriken Furillen in Sweden, which has  

its own off-grid hermit’s cabin. Then there is Villa Stephanie  
in Baden-Baden, Germany, with rooms dedicated to the idea 
of digital detox and a button that disconnects the entire 
room from WiFi.

Likewise, there is a clear craving for stripped back 
minimalism to counter the rise in maximalism. Polarity is 
informing design as much as politics. We see this in the 
almost exaggerated simplicity of the design of brands like 
Nendo, Menu and Serax, contrasting the exaggerated and 
theatrical maximalism of, say, Gucci, Bethan Laura Wood 
and Sasha Bikoff. Increasingly, it seems, there is simply 
nothing in the middle. 

Finally, it is important to make the vital distinction between 
asceticism as a choice rather than a necessity. Dopamine 
fasting, luxury off grid hotels, Nendo designs and expensive 
acoustic sound control doesn’t come cheap. Zero hours 
employment now requires employee’s constant availability, 
abetted by mobile phones. Workers are increasingly 
expected to be contacted at all times. A lack of connection 
is now a status statement. To refuse to allow contact speaks 
to a level of confidence that only high net worth individuals 
can really achieve. In the near future, switching off may well 
become the ultimate indicator of luxury. 

bethanlaurawood.com
furillen.com
gucci.com
menus.as
nendo.jp
oetkercollection.com
sashabikoff.com
serax.com 

Dopamine fasting as a response to over-stimulation and digital overload 
is the latest in a long list of trend drivers originating from Silicon Valley. 
Simon Jones finds that this search for disconnection is a luxury that only 
the rich can afford.

Essay: a clear head


